Disadvantage Business Enterprise (DBE) Program was created to remedy the past and current discrimination against Minority and Women-owned businesses. The intention is to level the playing field of socially and economically disadvantaged individuals wanting to do business with the LADOTD on Federally assisted projects.

The Small Business Element (SBE Program) was created in 2012 to level the playing field for economically disadvantaged individuals wanting to do business with the LADOTD on Federally assisted projects.

In 1999 the U.S. Department of Transportation mandated that each state develop a Unified Certification Program.

In 2003, the Louisiana Unified Certification Program (LAUCP) was implemented and is now in full operation.
Certifying Agencies

There are Four (4) Certifying Agencies in Louisiana, Divided into 2 Regions

REGION 1 – CERTIFIES STATEWIDE
- Louisiana Department of Transportation & Development

REGION 2 - CERTIFIES IN THE NEW ORLEANS AREA ONLY
- Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport
- New Orleans Regional Transit Authority
- Louisiana Department of Transportation & Development – New Orleans Location
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DBE PARTICIPATION

Only firms that are certified with the LA UCP can be counted towards DBE goals for projects requiring DBE Participation.

A DBE or SBE project goal is a percentage of the awarded contract amount that must be subcontracted by the Prime Contractor to certified DBE or SBE Firms.

All project goals are set by the DBE and SBE Goal Committee prior to advertisements. Disadvantage Business Enterprise (DBE) goals are set on projects that are estimated to be $500,000 and above.

Small Business Element (SBE) goals are set on projects that are estimated to be between $150,000 and $500,000.
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Should I Apply?

You may be eligible to participate in the DBE/ACDBE Program if:

• The Firm is a for-profit business that performs or seeks to perform transportation work (or a concession activity) for a recipient of Federal Transit Authority, Federal Highway Administration, or Federal Aviation Administration funds.

• At Least 51% owned by socially or economically disadvantaged individual who controls it.

• Disadvantaged owners are U.S. Citizens or a lawfully admitted permanent resident of the U.S.

• Meets the Small Business Administration (SBA) size standard and does not exceed $26.29 million in gross annual receipts (over the preceding three fiscal years) for DBE (56.42 Million for ACDBEs).

• Personal Net Worth does not exceed $1.32 million.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR APPLICANTS

• **Become familiar with eligibility requirements before you apply. Remember, the applicant firm has the burden of proving eligibility – NOT the certifier.**

• **Before you submit your application, review it to ensure accurate information and know that you have the opportunity to correct any errors in the application up until the recipient issues an eligibility decision.**

• **During your on-site interview, be prepared to discuss all aspects of your business.**

• **Sufficiently explain your experience on your résumé and be able to explain the roles of each director or employee.**

• **Sufficiently explain how the firm’s majority owner’s outside employment or business interests do not conflict with the management of the firm.**

• **Know that you have a right to appeal an adverse certification decision and be familiar with the process. For example, your appeal must be timely and provide specific grounds supporting your arguments for reversal of the decision to deny certification.**
SJB DBE Supportive Services Team
Region A: Baton Rouge, Lake Charles, Alexandria, Lafayette, Shreveport, Monroe

SJB DBE Supportive Services:
• Ms. Jackie des Bordes, Program Manager
• Ms. Grace Chatman, Communication Specialist
• Mr. Daryl Ivy, Program/Training Manager

Solid Ground Innovations:
• Ms. Sevetri Wilson, Webinar Training Oversight Manager

Little Dog Marketing:
• Ms. Meghan Montgomery, Digital Marketing Consultant
SJB Group can assist DBEs in the following areas:

• **By preparing** company business cards, profile sheets, and providing information on recommended target areas for your marketing efforts.

• **By acting** as a liaison between the DBE contractor and Prime Contractor for project information and in problems occurring on the jobsite.

• **By informing** you of upcoming LA DOTD lettings, and project information for other agencies throughout the state. SJB can assist you in location bid tabulation information as well.

• **By providing** guidance on material takeoffs, bid preparation and estimating, project scheduling, and planning for projects that DBEs are bidding or plan to bid in the near future.

• **By helping** with office computer operations to include trouble-shooting problems, Internet access and software installation, and basic to technical computer training.

• **By assisting** in financial areas such as loan and bond package preparations, company financial statements, business plan preparation and SBA 8(a) and Hub-Zone certification packages.
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Contact Information

SJB DBE Supportive Services
Region A: Baton Rouge, Lake Charles, Alexandria, Lafayette, Shreveport, Monroe
Mr. Kenyatta Sparks, SJB DBE Supportive Services, Program Assistant
Phone: 225-706-5756
Email: Kenyatta.Sparks@SJBGroup.com
SJB DBE Supportive Services Website: www.louisianadbe.com
Social Media Platforms: Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter
❖ Social Media Handle (All Three Platforms): @SJBDBELouisiana